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Metasearch for Independent Hoteliers
Industry insight revealed

Introduction
The push for direct bookings has escalated to an all-time high this year,
with brands like Hilton and Marriott engaging in major campaigns to drive
business to their brand websites. They use discounts and loyalty rewards
as a primary driver, and have large teams to manage their campaigns.
But where does this leave the independent hotelier? How do you attract
direct business without having the technology and people power of the
big brands? We have the answers, and this guide will provide you with the
insight you need to make this happen, including a complete overview of
the metasearch landscape and tips on how to properly manage your
hotel’s participation in them.
First we need to answer the question –
“What is metasearch, and why should I care?”
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What is metasearch,
and why should I care?

What is metasearch, and
why should I care?

Travel metasearch, to be specific, consists of various online travel sites which aggregate
rates and availability to provide the consumer with multiple booking options. New
channels are constantly coming to market, but a few of the key ones include Google,
TripAdvisor, Kayak, and Trivago.
Each market area will have specific channels that are more significant than the others;
however here is a brief overview of some key sites.

Google Local
Universal
Google AdWords appear on
the left based on branded
search terms. Meanwhile
the Google Hotel Ad on the
right can have the point of
sale linked out to an Online
Travel Agency (OTA). OTAs
are not allowed to bid on
AdWords terms, but have
found a loophole via
metasearch. Digital
Marketing 101 – Own your
branded search terms!

Google Maps

Trip Advisor

Kayak

Trivago

Maps cater to a
demographic that does not
already have a specific
hotel selection in mind, but
instead is looking at hotels
in a selected area (signifying
new business as opposed to
business shift which
happens with better
placement of direct booking
in the search for your
specific hotel). Google
presents the top-three
hotels according to my
search history as well as
hotel’s content on Google
Places page (reviews,
videos, marketing text,
pictures, etc.).

Long known as a site for
customer reviews,
TripAdvisor also includes
key Point of Sale (POS)
options with rates and
availability. Any hotel
investing in TripAdvisor
Business Listings or
managing their online
reputation should also
optimize the booking POS
presented with their listing.

Kayak offers a hybrid
program including flat Cost
Per Click (CPC) as well as
auction bidding. A hotel can
choose how they want to
participate, however this
does impact their overall
position.

Trivago offers a prominent
placement of the Hotel
Website button plus a low
CPC, making this a good
channel option.

And many others!
Metasearch is important to hoteliers because that’s where
most price-shopping consumers are. With good management
of these channels, hoteliers can keep the cost of sales for
metasearch below OTAs and also gain all the customer information for developing a long term relationship. Metasearch
channels are too valuable to ignore.
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Setting your
metasearch goals

Setting your
metasearch goals
Participation in metasearch requires three primary
components: Connect, Cache, and Control.
Connectivity is required to feed your Available Rates
and Inventory (ARI) to each of the channels. The cache
allows you to do this without overwhelming your
Central Reservation System (CRS), and the Control
component provides you with the ability to manage and
analyze your campaigns.

Example:
Let’s take the case where a channel
charges a flat $3 per click and we
have a 10% conversion rate. This
means that each sale would need
10 clicks on average and so the
average cost of getting the sale
would be the cost of 10 clicks, or
$30.
$3/click @ 10% conversion = 10
clicks per booking (x $3 CPC) = $30

Metasearch campaigns can be used in many different
ways, and it is important to first determine your goals so
that you can create a strategy to achieve them.

Using this channel for different
Average Daily Rate (ADR) and
Lengths of Stay (LOS) results in
different costs of sale.

The most obvious goal is of course bookings, but other
priorities may include branding, traffic volume, owning
the guest, and lower costs of sale (COS) associat-ed with
direct bookings.

For a 1 night stay @ $30/night, the
revenue is $30, and the cost is also
$30! Or, 100% COS!

The cost of sale (as a percentage of revenue) is especially
important as it provides a measure of your campaign
performance that can be easily compared with other
channels.

A two-night stay @ $500/night,
however, generates a revenue of
$1000, resulting in the $30 cost
coming in at just a 3% COS.
$30/night ADR x 1-night stay ($30) =
100% Cost of Sale (COS)
$500/night ADR x 2-night stay
($1,000) = 3% COS
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Keys to success

The keys to
success
The keys to a successful
metasearch campaign include the
following:
1. R
 ate Parity
2. L
 ow Cost Per Click (CPC)
3. A
 lignment of Goals and
Strategies

1. Rate Parity

The next image presents an even

The Rate Parity part alone has a
direct impact on the perception of
value, positioning/visibility, CPC,
and conversion rate. This is also
where independent hotels have a
key advantage.

booking option is in fact lower (not just

The example below shows a hotel
with varied rates amongst the
different sites. To the consumer,
this raises the question of whether
or not they are getting the best
value, even if they choose the
lowest rate shown.

By way of comparison, this hotel
has near perfect rate parity across
the board, and the consumer can
be confident they will see the same
rate on almost every site.

better example, where the hotel direct
equal to) than every other booking
option. This creates an important

Google
Google starts with a bid base that is
a percentage of the overall search.
Here are some examples of how
this would add up:

value proposition to the consumer,
encouraging them to book directly with
the hotel.

• 1
 % x $500/night x 2nights ($1,000)
= $10 CPC
• 1
 % x $30/night x 2nights ($60) =
$0.60 CPC
• 1
 % x $50/night x 10nights ($500) =
$5 CPC

2. L
 ow Cost Per Click
(CPC)
The rate parity described above has
an added influence in that most
sites will determine your position
based upon your rate. The booking
option with the lowest rate not only
gets better visibility, but often does
so with a lower CPC than some of
the sites listed in other positions.
The CPC will also vary depending
upon the channels you are working
with, and for this we need to
understand some of the nuances of
each.

Note - Jan – July 2016 Average U.S.
CPC = $4.16
Each of the above examples has an
equal 1% CPC, however the sales
cycle and conversion
demographics for a $1,000 stay
will be much different than the $60
stay. If we assume the same 10%
conversion rate as before, these
examples translate to:
• 1
 % x $500/night x 2 nights ($1000)
= $10 CPC = $100/sale (10 x $10) =
10% COS
• 1
 % x $30/night x 2 nights ($60) =
$0.60 CPC = $6/sale (10 x $0.60) =
10% COS
• 1
 % x $50/night x 10 nights ($500)
= $5 CPC = $50/sale (10 x $5) = 10%
COS
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So, ADR and LOS (Length of Stay)
do not directly affect COS; rather,
conversion demographics control
COS more directly in this model.
TripAdvisor
By way of comparison, TripAdvisor
(and most other channels)
operates with a flat CPC model
which does not vary based on ADR
or LOS.
Earlier, we looked at the effect of a
fixed CPC model on COS.
Using US average CPC Jan-July 2016
of $2.25, and a conversion rate of
10%, we get the following numbers:
• $
 2.25* CPC x 10 clicks/sale = $22.50
Cost/sale
• $
 22.50 cost / $1,000 revenue = 2.2%
COS
• $
 22.50 cost / $100 revenue = 22.5%
COS
*$2.25 is US Average CPC Jan – July
2016
Note that the revenue figures can
result from varying combinations of
ADR and LOS, and since the CPC is
not dependent on these, the cost is

fixed and the COS is quite variable.
Many of the sites such as Kayak,
Trivago, Wego, and Skycanner are
available with lower CPCs, however
they will also have lower volumes of
traffic than Google and TripAdvisor.
So, it is possible that a higher CPC
with a higher conversion rate may
actually lead to lower COS.

3. Alignment of goals
Now that you have looked at the
key areas of success it’s time to
align your goals and set a firm
strategy. What is your main
objective? What do you want to
achieve? Put the above steps into
practice and optimize for a
successful strategy. Adjusting and
tweaking as you need.
Metasearch campaigns can be used
to accomplish many things, so it is
important to first understand your
objectives. These may include the
following examples:

4. Low Cost of Sale
5. High Return on Ad Spend
These goals are not necessarily
exclusive from one another,
however they do not always work
well in certain combinations either.
For example, wanting to occupy the
top position on all major channels
is great for branding and click
volume, but it may not generate a
high return on ad spend.
Likewise, taking advantage of the
low CPC offered by some of the
smaller metasearch channels may
produce a high ROAS, however it
does not contribute to a high click
volume.
Not every hotel will have the same
goals, strategies, or results, nor
should they. DerbySoft is uniquely
qualified to help create a program
best suited to your needs. But
here are a few example scenarios:

1. Branding / Visibility
2. Click Volume
3. Guest Ownership
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Scenario #1
The Perfect Story

Scenario #2
The Reality Show

Scenario #3
The Safety Dance

I want top placement on all major
channels, I have excellent rate
parity, conversion rates are around
7.5%, CPC’s are low, my COS is
around 9%, and this performs
better than my paid search ads.

I want as much exposure as I
can get but have to keep within a
monthly budget, regardless of
performance. I don’t have a lot of
historical data, but I need my COS
to be under 12%.

I want to play, but I can’t fit it into
my budget this year and
honestly have no idea what to
expect in terms of performance.

Solution
Bigger is better! You need to cover
as many channels as possible to
generate volume. More clicks will of
course mean more budget
required, however we would
suggest pulling some from paid
search to compensate.

Solution
Control is the key! You need to start
generating traffic to analyze historic
data. Keep a broad selection of
channels in play so as to
diversify your portfolio. Make
campaign adjustments between
channels based on these results.
Research and understand the CPC’s
associated with each channel and
apply a cross-channel optimization
strategy. Consult with the agency
handling your paid search
campaigns and use this as a
reference point for budgets.

Solution
Seek out commission models.
Google and TripAdvisor are good
examples of these, and can help
you dip your toe in the water. Use
this data to help guide future plans.
Each scenario will be different.
However, the ability to create a
diversified portfolio of metasearch
channels, with proper channel
management and cross-channel
optimization, becomes the key!
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What about budget?

What about budget?
The process of identifying the appropriate budget for
your metasearch campaigns can be a difficult one. In a
perfect world, you wouldn’t apply a budget at all.
The logic behind this is based on the fact that putting a
cap on your metasearch campaign does not turn off the
metasearch channel – it merely ends your hotel’s
participation as a direct booking option.
Cost of Sale is an important factor here. If your COS is
(for example) around 10%, then by putting a budget cap
in place you are effectively saying you would rather pay
15% and not have any of the guest data.
Granted, marketing purposes often require a line-item
budget for these types of campaigns. The first thing you
should do is determine the answers to the following
questions…
1.What Are My Goals?
Wanting to get the most exposure and be in the top
position will have a much different budget than focusing on ROAS.
2. H
 ow Does This Compare With Other Campaigns?
While this will not be identical to your other paid search
campaigns, it should be very similar and run mostly
parallel. If paid search campaigns are up, meta should
be as well, and the reverse also holds true.

3. What Is My COS?
Having historical data to use as a baseline is very useful
in planning your budget. Knowing your COS is an
important part of this.
4. How Is My Rate Parity?
This will play an important role not only in your
effectiveness, but also your CPC.
5. W
 hat Is My Conversion Rate?
Do you have a meta-optimized booking engine to
achieve the highest possible conversions?
6. W
 hat Are My CPCs?
Which channels are you focusing on, and how do these
vary with click volume and CPC?
The above information is not always readily available. If
this is the case for you, seek out comparison data for
similar hotels in similar markets. Testing the waters can
also provide at least some baseline data to be used for
budget planning.
One by DerbySoft is a product designed to provide you
with all the critical components for a successful
metasearch campaign. The integrated package comes
with core modules of content management, online
booking engine, and website builder, as well as pay-asyou-go modules of channel management,
metasearch management, WeChat marketing, and data
intelligence.
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Your problems
answered

Your problems
answered
Metasearch is a bit of a complicated
landscape, and brings with it many
challenges. We're here to simplfy
them! We have learned a few
things during our years in the
industry, and would like to address
a few myths and misconceptions…
Myth
I cannot afford to participate in the
metasearch programs because I
cannot compete with the OTAs on
bidding channels.
Reality
The CPCs associated with
metasearch channels can indeed
become very expensive, and must
be managed closely. These must
also be tempered against your
goals. If the goal is to always be in
the top spot, you can expect these
to be very competitive and more
expensive.
However, independent hotels can
help themselves in many ways,
including special rate offers that are
lower than the OTAs. Most meta

channels base positioning first off
the rate parity (or lack thereof) and
then off the CPC. This means you
could in fact have a higher position
at a lower CPC than what is being
paid by the OTAs by offering a
direct discount!
Myth
I don’t have a budget for meta.
Reality
You may not have to. Several meta
channels, including Google and
TripAdvisor, offer special CPA (Cost
Per Acquisition - aka commission)
based pricing. These do have some
pros and cons, and we encourage
you to learn more about these in
our webinar found at
www.bit.ly/webinar2meta.
Myth
I already dabble in one of the
channels, and that is enough.
Reality
While getting actively involved with
metasearch has to start
somewhere, we strongly encourage
hoteliers to use a diversified
portfolio strategy. The variables
such as cost per click, conversion,
eligible impressions, and more can

vary widely from one channel to the
next. Channels with higher
volume will usually command a
higher level of ad spend, while sites
with less traffic will have a lower
cost per click.
Even amongst the major players,
the traffic and revenue will have
ups and downs from one month to
the next. Having a diversified
strategy including multiple channels can help balance this.
Myth
I cannot possibly manage so many
different channels across multiple
extranets.
Reality
This is quite likely true! Hotels need
to use tools that allow them to
manage metasearch from a single
point of entry, much like a channel
manager tool. This also allows for
the application of a proper
cross-channel optimization
strategy, where you can easily shift
funds and objectives between
multiple accounts. The good news
is that a tool is now available for
this very need of a smaller hotelier.

Myth
Actually, I CAN manage multiple
channels, I just set them up and let
them run by themselves.
Reality
A connect-and-forget strategy can
be very dangerous when it comes
to metasearch. Quite simply, things
happen. Example – on April 22nd,
2015, Britney Spears announced
she was going to appear at the
2015 Billboard Music Awards.
Generally, you wouldn’t expect this
to have ANY relationship to
metasearch. However, Britney also
has residency at a Las Vegas Hotel
and Casino, and on that day their
click volume increase 400%!
Imagine how much money that
could have cost them if the traffic
kept going!
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Industry insight:
Click-Click-Book

Industry insight:
Click-Click-Book
We talk a lot about the importance
of rate parity, managing budgets,
low CPC, alignment of goals and
strategies, etc. However, after all
these things are said and done,
eventually somebody has to book a
reservation.
Most hotel Internet Booking
Engines (IBEs) have been built
based on the assumption that the
guest is coming in from the website
“front door.” The problem is, metasearch is a much different type of
query.
Normally, the rates and availability
screens represent the #1 drop-off
point in the sales cycle. However,
the metasearch “clicker” has
already reviewed this information.
They already know the rate and
availability for their selected dates,
and have already learned a few key
things about the hotel (i.e.
location, guest reviews, etc.). They
are now clicking on a button that
says “BOOK” and should only be
doing one thing – Booking A
Reservation!

Unfortunately, our IBE
technology has become enamored
with the idea that we must first
offer them trip insurance, a bottle
of wine, a room upgrade, or some
other form of ancillary revenue
prior to even getting their name
and email address.
Metasearch is a very spontaneous
booking process, and the booking
process must be as efficient as
possible. Although most of the
traffic volume will come from
desktop, it still remains a very “mobile mentality.”
The assisted booking programs
designed by the OTAs have already
realized that the most effective
methodology consists of
“Click-Click-Book” where the guest
is providing their name in 2 clicks or
less.

Google’s Book On Google (BOG)

TripAdvisor’s Instant Book

Click
Click

Click

Click
Book

This does not mean upselling is a
bad thing – it just means that
upselling should be added AFTER
the booking has been made.

For an interactive demo of
click-click-book scenarios and an
alternate, less efficient scenario,
please view our webinar at
www.bit.ly/webinar2meta.
Book
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Advice from the top

A key takeaway from Andre Baljeu, VP at DerbySoft on how to successfully compete with big chains:

“Metasearch engines are a crucial part of a hotelier’s marketing plan. They offer
the benefits of direct booking and enable long-term relationship with
customers. But they are complex to manage, and so far only large hoteliers
could use these channels profitably. We at DerbySoft have just broken this
barrier: One, our integrated platform specially designed for the small hotelier,
allows all players to enter the field and compete effectively for customers from
around the world.”
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Next steps

Next steps
Our soon to launch new platform,
One, fills the void for independent
hoteliers in tackling metasearch.
One is a comprehensive, integrated
set of modules, designed especially
for the small hotelier and includes
metasearch management in
addition to a number of other
modules. It is the only tool on the
market that offers a single sign on
and unlimited access to a package
that handles all aspects of
managing your hotel bookings.
What you get with One is a set of
core modules that come to you
absolutely free of cost, and a
selection of optional pay-as-you-go
modules priced at levels that are
perfect for independent hoteliers.
Currently at Learning Launch
phase, you can gain exclusive
access now!

Like what you see?
Visit derbysoft.com/products/one

• Core Modules (always FREE):

• M
 etasearch management

• C
 ontent management

• E
 xclusive WeChat marketing

• O
 nline booking engine

• D
 ata intelligence

• W
 eb site builder
Optional Modules:
• C
 hannel management (FREE access
during learning launch period)

“You want metasearch customers
to book directly with you instead of
an OTA. An OTA booking converted
to direct booking can represent as
much as a 25% revenue boost

compared to the same transaction
from an OTA. Our Metasearch
Management module helps you
achieve that. For a small hotelier
like you, One is the only viable
option to market yourself on big
metasearch channels.”
Andre Baljeu, VP at DerbySoft

by

About DerbySoft:
As a hotel business technology provider we’ve been working behind the scenes of our beloved industry since starting up in Silicon Valley in 2002. Since then our
multi-national team based in Shanghai, Dallas and Europe has grown to 250 hospitality and IT experts powering literally every global hotel group on the planet,
including Hilton, Intercontinental Hotel Group and Marriott Hotels, major Online Travel Agencies (OTAs) and Metasearch engines for their various data integrations.

